No other window film on the market can match the
favorable combinations of visible light transmissions
with low reflectance and high heat rejection as offered
by V-KOOL. (V-KOOL 70 sample)

The Product of a Major
Technological Advance
V-KOOL is the product of major advances in surface and
particle science and was originally developed for America's
space and defense programs. Small wonder then that Popular
Science magazine recently selected V-KOOL technology
as one of the most scientifically significant products of the
past thousand years.

Block the Heat without Losing the Light!
Finally, a clear window coating
that blocks up to 65% of total heat.
Let Us Help You Beat the Heat

Great for the Office, Home
or Car
Blocks 99% of the ultraviolet light that affects
skin and eyes and damages upholstery.
Rejects 90%* of the
infrared radiation
that causes radiant
heat to build up.
(*Measured at 1100 nm.)

V-KOOL is headquartered in Houston, Texas and is
the exclusive worldwide distributor of V-KOOL Clear
Window Coatings. Products are manufactured for us
in California by Southwall Technologies, an award
winning U.S. technology company.
Give your home or business the ultimate clear protection
from summer heat and soaring air conditioning bills.

Allows 70% of
visible light to be
transmitted,
preserving visibility.

V-KOOL, Inc.

V-KOOL coated glass

800-SUN-2-HOT
Website: v-kool-usa.com
E-mail: sales@v-kool-usa.com

KOOL & CLEAR

See for Yourself

The Beauty of V-KOOL
is Clear to See!

An Applied Film That Keeps
Heat Out & Lets Sunshine In!

Beautiful windows are an important part of your home's
appeal. But the summer sun raging through them can cause
heat to build, driving up air conditioning costs.

Most reflective and dark window films reduce some heat, but
act like a mirror and also block out desirable light.... making
the room darker, and distorting the view. From the outside,
windows can take on a shiny appearance, and from the inside,
these films may cause mirrorlike internal reflections.

V-KOOL clearly keeps it VIVID!

V-KOOL 70

This amazing high-tech product protects colors by blocking
99% of harmful ultraviolet rays that can cause materials
to fade while damaging skin and eyes. And V-KOOL is
virtually clear.

Unlike all other window films, V-KOOL is not tinted, but
is a CLEAR, almost colorless metallized window treatment.
V-KOOL allows in 70% of all visible sunlight, reduces as
much as 55% of all solar heat, and blocks out 99% of damaging
ultraviolet (UV) rays.

How V-KOOL Works

The villain is infrared heat. In combination with potent
ultraviolet radiation, it is also responsible for fading expensive
furnishings. Until recently, there was very little you could do
to protect yourself. Curtains and drapes can block these rays,
but then you lose the sunlight. Covering windows with dark
tints or reflective glass forces you to compromise the integrity
of your home's architectural design.
Independent tests show that when V-KOOL is applied to the
windows of your home, it forms a unique, virtually transparent
protective barrier. This revolutionary
window coating:
• Blocks 90% of the infrared heat
that drives up air conditioning costs
• Eliminates 99% of the UV rays
that can ruin expensive rugs,
upholstery and other furnishings
while damaging skin and eyes
• Allows over 70% of visible light
through to preserve the visual
integrity of your home
• Allows home owners to fully enjoy
the view without obscuring their
ability to see out at night, as is the
case with reflectives and tints

V-KOOL is a
spectrally selective
CLEAR applied
film. Through a
process known as
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film. The "sputtered film" is
layered in a unique and patented construction design developed
by Southwall Technologies. When V-KOOL is applied to the
inside of glass windows, it allows normal visible light to enter,
but selectively filters out invisible solar heat, and ultraviolet
rays.

Protect Your Valuable Home Furnishings from
Ultraviolet Radiation
Although UV radiation makes up only 3% of the Sun's rays,
it is the chief cause of fading and deterioration of valuable
and expensive carpets, draperies, and other home furnishings.
UV rays are also responsible for causing melanoma, a
potentially deadly form of skin cancer. As the graph indicates,
clear glass blocks only 33% of the Sun's UV rays. When
V-KOOL is applied to the glass, it will block out 99% of
these harmful rays.

NOTE:
Fading is affected by six factors: UV rays, normal visible
light, heat, humidity, chemical vapors, and dye fastness. (No
applied film product will totally eliminate fading.)

The Clear Solution!
Until recently, there were just two ways to protect interiors
from solar heat gain. You could either block the heat with
a reflective window coating, or you could try a less effective
tint. Now, there is a better alternative–V-KOOL.

V-KOOL comes in four variations:

Performance Comparison

• V-KOOL 40 - blocks 65% of the sun’s heat
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A Complete Product Line for
Homes and Businesses
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• V-KOOL 75 - blocks 44% of the sun’s heat
• V-KOOL Secure - blocks 55% of the sun's heat
while offering important protection from flying
debris, high winds, other natural disasters and
break-ins
To ensure a quality fit, V-KOOL is applied by highly
trained professional installers, and all work is fully
guaranteed. Every V-KOOL installation comes complete
with a full warranty that guarantees V-KOOL will
perform to stated specifications without fading,
discoloration, cracking, peeling, adhesive failure,
delaminating, or demetalizing (commercial = 10 year
limited warranty; residential = limited lifetime warranty).

